1. INTRODUCTION

- Please dispose of used batteries according to local regulations.
- Keep the display and accessories away from children.
- Store the product in a cool, dry place.

2. FEATURES

- Average Speed: (Up To 99.99 Kmph Or Mph)
- Trip Distance: (Up To 999.99 Km Or M)
- Top Speed: (Up To 99.99 Kmph Or Mph)
- Trip Time: (Up To 9999 Days) or (9 Hours 59 Minutes 59 Seconds)
- Temperature: (-10°C to 50°C)
- Heart Rate: (0-240 Beats per minute)

3. GETTING STARTED

For first time use, please follow the setup section to set the unit to your bike and display your heart rate. Please be sure to label the entire setup before use. Please follow the setup guide between the above steps and ensure the unit is fully charged before use.

4. GETTING READY

- Trip Distance: Set the distance in kilometers (Km) or miles (M) in either mode.
- Average Speed: Set the speed in kilometers per hour (Kmph) or miles per hour (Mph) in either mode.
- Current Speed: Set the speed in kilometers per hour (Kmph) or miles per hour (Mph) in either mode.
- Temperature: Set the temperature in Celsius (°C) or Fahrenheit (°F) in either mode.
- Selection: Set the display between the three menus.

5. OPERATING THE COMPUTER

- Auto Power Off: Set the computer to automatically turn off after 5 minutes of inactivity.
- Auto Trip Timer: Set the timer to automatically reset after a predetermined time period.
- Heart Rate Zone: Set the heart rate zone to a specific range.
- Average Heart Rate: Set the average heart rate to a specific range.
- Maximum Cadence: Set the maximum cadence to a specific range.
- Total Distance: Set the total distance to a specific range.
- Fatigue: Set the computer to automatically turn on after a predetermined time period.
- EL Backlight: Turn the EL backlight on or off.
- Auto Sleep and Waking the Computer: Set the computer to automatically turn on or off after a predetermined time period.

6. TROUBLESHOOTING

- Low battery warning: Check the battery level and replace the battery if necessary.
- No signal: Check the sensor and reset the computer.
- Interference: Check for any possible source of interference (e.g. CRT monitor, TV, etc.).
- Dry skin: Moisten the conductive pads with natural detergent.
- Weak temperature: Replace the battery.

7. CALIBRATION

- Wheel Size Factor:
  - Distance in millimeters
  - Wheel size factor: The distance the wheel turns in one revolution.
  - Formula: Wheel diameter (mm) X 3.1416
  - Button A: Press and hold for 5 seconds to enter the calibration mode.
  - Button B: Press once to enter the new wheel size factor.
  - Button C: Press and hold for 5 seconds to save and exit the calibration mode.

8. ATTENTION!! Refer to the appendix for installation reference.

9. SPECIFICATIONS

- Art No.: MCT305-P3-GB
- Size: (W)440mm x (H)99mm
- Trip Distance: Up to 999.99 Km or M
- Average Speed: 0-99.9 Kmph or Mph
- Current Speed: 0-99.9 Kmph or Mph
- Temperature: -10°C to 50°C
- EL Backlight: On/Off
- Selection: °C/°F
- Auto Power Off: On/Off
- Auto Trip Timer: 9:59:59
- Heart Rate Zone: Set the heart rate zone to a specific range.
- Average Heart Rate: Set the average heart rate to a specific range.
- Maximum Cadence: Set the maximum cadence to a specific range.
- Total Distance: Set the total distance to a specific range.

10. INSTALLATION MANUAL

- Button A: Press and hold for 5 seconds to enter the calibration mode.
- Button B: Press once to enter the new wheel size factor.
- Button C: Press and hold for 5 seconds to save and exit the calibration mode.

11. TROUBLESHOOTING

- Low battery warning: Check the battery level and replace the battery if necessary.
- No signal: Check the sensor and reset the computer.
- Interference: Check for any possible source of interference (e.g. CRT monitor, TV, etc.).
- Dry skin: Moisten the conductive pads with natural detergent.
- Weak temperature: Replace the battery.

12. CYCLE COMPUTER

- Clock: Displays the current time.
- Current Speed: Displays the current speed.
- Current Heart Rate: Displays the current heart rate.
- Average Speed: Displays the average speed.
- Maximum Cadence: Displays the maximum cadence.
- Total Distance: Displays the total distance.
- Fatigue: Displays the fatigue indicator.
- Selection: Allows you to change menu items or set the unit to your bike.

13. FAT BURN (INT)

- It measures the fat burned in grams.

14. SCAN

- It allows the computer to cycle through all the menues.

15. SPOKE DEPANDENCY

- Inserting the battery (if not installed)
- You can go to the setup mode by either:
  - Button A: Press and hold for 5 seconds until the heart icon of the top display field.
  - Button B: Press once on the LEFT button, the EL light will be turned on.
  - Button C: Press and hold for 4 seconds and the computer will go to the freeze frame mode with trip distance, maximum speed, average speed, and calories burned.

16. LOW BATTERY WARNINGS OF THE BELT AND SENSOR

- It measures the time of each ride.

17. CHANGE OF DIGITAL CODE ID NUMBER

- It allows you to change the device ID.

18. EL BACKLIGHT (OPTIONAL)

- It allows you to change the brightness of the backlight.

19. ODOMETRE (TOT) (GB)

- It allows you to change the display mode.

20. TROUBLESHOOTING

- Low battery warning: Check the battery level and replace the battery if necessary.
- No signal: Check the sensor and reset the computer.
- Interference: Check for any possible source of interference (e.g. CRT monitor, TV, etc.).
- Dry skin: Moisten the conductive pads with natural detergent.
- Weak temperature: Replace the battery.

21.ustrations:

- Figures and illustrations are schematic representations of the product and are not to be used for assembly or installation.

22. Notice:

- All rights reserved.

23. Special Conditions:

- The computer is designed to automatically wake up when there is a signal sending out from the sensor or the belt.

24. ODOMETER SAVE FUNCTION

- It allows you to save the distance you have ridden and the time you have spent on your bike.

25. TRIP DISTANCE (TOT)

- It measures the distance traveled each time you start a new ride.

26. MAXIMUM SPEED (MAX)

- It measures the maximum speed you have achieved during a ride.

27. AVERAGE SPEED (AVG)

- It measures the average speed you have achieved during a ride.

28. TENDENCY

- It allows you to change the value and set the computer to automatically wake up when the power distance is reached.

29. SERVICE REMINDER

- It sets the computer to automatically scan the distance entered.

30. ATTENTION !! Refer to the appendix for installation reference.

31. Important Notes

- It allows you to re-input the distance traveled during each ride.

32. CADENCE ID NUMBER

- It measures the cadence.

33. SERVICE MODE

- It allows you to change the distance entered.

34. ID number to avoid interference as per either of the following:

a) Press the reset button once on the transmitter.

b) Rub the 2 sides of the strap with 2 fingers. The new signal with new ID will then be transmitted and registered.

c) Use the magnet to activate the transmission.

35. Buttons

- Button A: Press and hold for 5 seconds until the heart icon of the top display field.
- Button B: Press once on the LEFT button, the EL light will be turned on.
- Button C: Press and hold for 4 seconds and the computer will go to the freeze frame mode with trip distance, maximum speed, average speed, and calories burned.

36. Change

- A: Press the button to change the value.
- B: Press the button to confirm the value.

37. Functions

- Clock: Displays the current time.
- Current Speed: Displays the current speed.
- Current Heart Rate: Displays the current heart rate.
- Average Speed: Displays the average speed.
- Maximum Cadence: Displays the maximum cadence.
- Total Distance: Displays the total distance.
- Fatigue: Displays the fatigue indicator.

38. TROUBLESHOOTING

- Low battery warning: Check the battery level and replace the battery if necessary.
- No signal: Check the sensor and reset the computer.
- Interference: Check for any possible source of interference (e.g. CRT monitor, TV, etc.).
- Dry skin: Moisten the conductive pads with natural detergent.
- Weak temperature: Replace the battery.

39. El backlight:

- It sets the computer to automatically scan the distance entered.

40. Service reminder:

- It sets the computer to automatically scan the distance entered.

41. Attention:

- Refer to the appendix for installation reference.

42. Installation:

- It allows you to change the device ID.

43. Low battery warning:

- It measures the time of each ride.

44. Attached:

- It allows you to change the device ID.